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Challenges
According to Prakash Krishnamurthy, Chief Sales Officer at FVC, the company’s 
primary business challenge is to make good on its promises to customers 
who require the most advanced technology, delivered on time, in a dynamic 
marketplace with many competitors offering a plethora of advanced IT 
infrastructure products. 

“Every time we sign an agreement with a vendor, we need to do justice to 
them,” says Krishnamurthy. “We need to live up to our vendors’ expectations 
by delivering on our joint revenue goals.” Krishnamurthy and his colleagues 
must continually oversee a variety of technically demanding projects for dozens 
of large customers. At the same time, they must manage relationships with 
multiple technology vendors and hundreds of channel partners. “The whole 
process behind it is very complex and detailed,” he says. “These are very sensitive 
solutions; these are not generic products.”  

Solution
ZINFI partner portal technology plays an important role for FVC as it seeks to 
differentiate itself in the marketplace as a provider that can always be trusted to 
deliver exactly what its customers need. One of the most important functions of 
the portal is to provide FVC’s technical team with training and certifications in 
NETSCOUT products. “When my technical sales team members are certified, the 
customer feels more comfortable talking to the guys who are promoting that 
technology,” says Krishnamurthy. The portal also keeps team members informed 
about product updates and new product launches with constant updates, including 
reports, marketing and sales assets, videos and new certification modules. “Software 
keeps changing,” he says, and FVC’s team relies on the portal to stay current. 

Another important function provided by the partner portal is deal registration, says 
Krishnamurthy: “Let’s say I’ve got a partner who comes to me from Nigeria and says 
he’s got an opportunity involving NETSCOUT technology. He gives me the details 
and then I, using ZINFI’s deal registration module in the NETSCOUT partner portal, 
can lock up the opportunity with the partner to ensure that his deal is protected in 
his sales territory. This is very convenient for us.”

Krishnamurthy and his team also use the partner portal to track leads as they 
proceed through different levels of qualification so they stay up to date and are 
ready to go when it’s time to negotiate the final terms of a deal. “That’s where the 
beauty of the portal is,” he says. 

FVC is a value-added distributor of technology 
focusing on cyber security, unified collaboration 
and communication, artificial intelligence and 
cloud computing. Based in Dubai, the company 
also has established offices in Saudi Arabia, 
Morocco and Egypt to provide innovative 
technology and services to businesses across 55 
countries in the Middle East and North Africa. 
FVC has been translating business requirements 
into reliable, dynamic IT solutions for 22 years, 
serving enterprise customers in just about 
every vertical where advanced, enterprise-
scale collaboration, cyber-defense and process 
automation is a requirement, including the 
airline industry, government ministries, financial 
and banking institutions, oil and gas companies, 
and many more.

FVC is a partner of NETSCOUT—a provider 
of application and network performance 
management products—and also manages 
a network of nearly 650 channel partners 
of its own. As a NETSCOUT partner and a 
distributor focused primarily on NETSCOUT’s 
Core Network Assurance product line, FVC has 
been using the NETSCOUT partner portal for 
nearly six years. The partner portal is an integral 
part of a comprehensive partner relationship 
management platform from ZINFI, a leading 
global provider of Unified Channel Management 
software.
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Overview

ZINFI Partner Portal Helps IT Solutions Provider FVC Automate 
a Broad Range of Marketing and Technical Functions as It 
Pursues Opportunities across the Middle East and North Africa 

Deal registration, training and certifications, tracking qualified leads, staying 
current on technology and business intelligence are among the ways FVC 
uses the portal to sell NETSCOUT products and upgrades

https://www.fvc.com/
https://www.netscout.com/


Background
• FVC is a value-added distribution 

company that offers a broad range 
of technology products, services and 
solutions at enterprise scale to businesses 
in 55 countries across the Middle East 
and North Africa

Solution
• NETSCOUT partner portal powered by 

ZINFI technology 

Results
• The partner portal allows FVC to stay 

current on NETSCOUT technology, 
register deals, earn product certifications, 
and monitor leads on a daily basis as they 
move through the sales funnel 
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At a Glance

Website: fvc.com

Headquarters: 903-907 BB1 Tower, Jumeirah 
Lakes Towers, PO Box 500285, Dubai, UAE

Contact:  + 971 4 4294900 
   info@fc.com

Industry: Provides value-added technology 
infrastructure for organizations of all kinds, 
ranging from banking and healthcare to airlines 
and government ministries 

Solutions: Cybersecurity, unified collaboration 
and communication, Audio Visuals, business 
intelligence, cloud computing and more 

Solutions Offered Using ZINFI Platform:  
primarily NETSCOUT Core Network Assurance 
products

Number of Employees:  approximately 140

Results
Krishnamurthy’s technical team uses the partner portal “on a daily basis” to stay 
informed about NETSCOUT offerings, learn about new products and product 
updates, earn certifications and track the progress of opportunities as they 
proceed down the sales funnel. FVC employees are also frequently using the 
portal to explore new opportunities for their customer base. “We have regional 
field people who are sitting in Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the UAE 
who are logging in every week to look for new opportunities for their existing 
customers,” he says. The entire team loves the information and the visibility the 
portal provides. “The portal is frequently updated, and the navigation is very 
convenient. We are very happy with the experience.”

 

About FVC
Founded in 2000, FVC is one of the leading Value-Added Distributors (VAD) 
and reputed Information Technology and Information Security distribution 
company based out of Dubai, UAE with offices spread across the Middle East 
and Africa (MEA) regions. With over 20 years of cross-domain expertise since 
our formation at the turn of the millennium, we are passionate about creating 
value in all that we deliver. With more than 100 passionate team members, our 
strength, experience and expertise are drawn from 650 world class partners 
spanning across 50+ countries supporting 500+ enterprise customers. For more 
information contact us at: info@fvc.com

About ZINFI Technologies
ZINFI Technologies, Inc., the leader in Unified Channel Management (UCM) 
solutions, enables vendors and their channel partners to seamlessly collaborate 
in a virtual environment to achieve profitable growth on a global SaaS platform. 
Headquartered in Silicon Valley, USA, we at ZINFI see an immense opportunity 
to build high-performing sales channels by deploying a powerful virtual 
collaboration platform that has been rated #1 by leading analyst firms for simple 
to complex enterprise channels. ZINFI’s state-of-the-art SaaS Unified Channel 
Management (UCM) automation platform allows brands and their global partner 
networks to work together remotely throughout the entire partner lifecycle via 
three core state-of-the-art SaaS applications—partner relationship management, 
partner marketing management and partner sales management. ZINFI’s UCM is 
super easy to use and affordably priced, and it comes with a complete set of do-
it-yourself tools in multiple languages.

To access more information about ZINFI’s Unified Channel Management 
platform or to download a copy of ZINFI’s best practices guide on partner 
relationship management, please visit our website at https://www.zinfi.com/. 
You can also follow ZINFI Technologies on LinkedIn and at the  
ZINFI Channel Marketing Best Practices blog.
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